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In this paper we study the Periodic-Neumann bou dary value problem for 
semilinear parabolic equations. We present some existence results and study the 
structure of the set of solutions giving sufficient co ditions u der which that 
solution setis compact, connected, or acyclic. t” 1985 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The existence of periodic solutions f nonlinear p abolic equations ha
been investigated by s veral authors [ 1, 2, 4, 7, 9, 13, 15, 16, 19, 201 by dif- 
ferent methods such as the theory of monotone operators, the method of 
Poincare, the theory of upper and lower solutions and the Lan- 
desman-Lazer condition. Although some multiplicity results are known 
(see [l], e.g.), none of the mentioned papers contains results about he 
structure of the solution set. Here, we study the Periodic-Neumann bou - 
dary value problem for semilinear p abolic equations. In Section 2, we 
present some existence results, andin Section 3 we study the structure of 
the solution set. If the nonlinearity is monotone, then the set of solutions is 
compact, connected or acyclic. If one has the monotone character only “at 
infinity” (still satisfying co dition (3)) then it is shown that he solution set
may be “chaotic”. We have considered a simple parabolic equation i one 
space variable so as to clearly bring out the ideas involved. 
2. EXISTENCE RESULTS 
Consider the periodic boundary value problem (PBVP) of parabolic type 
u, - u,, + g(u) =44 x), (f, x) 6 co, 2711 x lx, nl, 
u(0, x) = 24(27c, x), x E co, xl, (1) 
z&(2, 0)=u,( t, n) = 0, t E co, 27c1, 
where gE C( R, R) and h E C[ [0,2n] x [0, rc], R]. 
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Set I= [0,2a], J= [0, rc], and v=p(ZxJ)=2rr*. We say that 
CI E(?,*[I x J, IR] is a lower solution of (1) if t(, - a,, + g(a) 6h(t, x)for 
(t, x) E Ix .Z, a(0, x) 6 a(2q x) for xE J and a,( t, 0) 6 0 Q a,(t, 7~) for tE I. 
An upper solution of (1) is defmed analogously by reversing allof the 
inequalities n thedelinition of a lower solution. 
We have the following useful result which is an inmediate consequence of 
[ll]: 
THEOREM 1. Let cq fl be lower and upper solution of (1 ), respectively. 
Then there exists a olution u fthe PBVP (1) such that a< u d /? on Z x J. 
We note that his result isindependent of the monotone character ofg. 
If (1) has a solution, then by integration one sees that 
w E Range g, 
where 
1 2n 7[ WC- 
I I 
h( t, x) dt dx. 
vo 0 
Now, suppose that here exist lim, _--a, g(u) = g( --00) and lim, 
g( co ). We introduce thfollowing condition 
either (i) g( -co) < g(zd) 6 g(co) for every u E R, 
or (ii) g(m)6g(u)<g(-co) for every u E [w. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that gsatisfies (3)(i) and 





Then the PVBP (1) has at least one solution. 
Proof By (4), there exists r E [w such that g(r) = w. Consider the linear 
PBVP 
u, - U,.Y = h( t, x) - w, 
u(0, x) = u(27c, x)
44 0) = u,(t, n), 
which as solution since 
in Ix J, 
x E J, (5) 
t E z, 
2n I[ 
s I [h( t, x) - o] dt dx = 0. 0 0 
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Let u be the solution t  (5) such that 
2n 7[ 5 s v( t, x) dt dx = 0. 0 0 
Let M> 0 be such that g(u) Zo if u 2 A4 and g(u) <o if u G -M. 
Choose a, b E [w verifying 
a=a+v< -A4 and /?=b+v>M in Ix J. 
Thus, 
at-cfcl,,=v~-vu,, = h - g(r) < h - g(a), 
P, - P,, =0, -v,, =h - g(r) 2 h - g(P) in ZxJ. 
Hence, a and /3 are lower and upper solutions f (1) and, by Theorem 1, we 
have that here exists a olution u of (1) such that ad u < fi n Ix J. 
If gsatisfies (3)(ii) this method is not applicable. However, the same con- 
clusion holds when g is bounded as we shall show below. 
Let E= {uEC~,~[ZX J, [W]:u(O,x)=u(2n,x), XEJ and u,(t,O)= 
u,(t,n)=O, tEZ} and F=C[ZxJ,R]. 
Define the operators L: E+ F and N: E + F by Lu = u, - u,, and NM = 
h - g(u). Thus, it is clear that problem (1) is equivalent to he operator 
equation 
Lu = NM. (6) 
Let P: E -+ E and Q: F-+ F be the projections defined by
Pu = Qu = ; jIn jr u( t, x) dt dx. 
0 
Then, it is easily seen that Ker L = PE = (1) and Range L= {v E F: 
Qv=O}=(Z-Q)F, and we can write E and F as the direct sums E = 
E,@E,,F=F,@F,whereE,,=PEandF,=QF.Foru,v~F,set (u,v)= 
@ J; (u( t, x) - o( t, x)) dt dx. 
In what follows, we shall write u= u,, + ul, USE E,, u1 E E,. For 
u E Range L= F, , let uE E be the solution t  the linear p oblem 
u, - u,, =v in ZxJ, ueE, Pu=O 
Define H:F, -+ E, by Hv = u. Thus H is continuous (bythe open mapp- 
ing theorem) and compact (by the RellichhKondrachov the rem). On the 
other hand we have 
H(Z- Q) Lu = (Z-P) u, LPu = QLu = 0, 
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and 
H(Z- Q) Nu = (I- Q) Nu for every u E E. 
Therefore, (6)is equivalent (see [S, lo]) to the coupled system of 
equations 
241= H(Z- Q) N(u, +u,) (auxiliary equation), 
QN(u,+u,)=O (bifurcation equation). 
We must point out the following mportant fact: Ifgis bounded, then there 
exists a constant A,independent of USE E,, such that lju,II.< A for any 
solution ui of the auxiliary equation. 
We are now in a position t  prove 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that g(a) and g( -00) are both finite and g 
satisfies (3)(ii). Then, condition (4) is sufficient for he PBVP (1) to have a 
solution. Moreover, the solution set is compact in E. 
Proof Consider the sets 
S,={~EE:LU=N~} :=Setofsolutionsof(l), 
S,,= (uEKerL: NUE RangeL}, 
S, = {uEE: Lu=ANuforsomeAE(O, I)}, 
SO,={u,:uES+~,s~={U,:UES+}. 
Note that Si is closed always. We first prove that So and S, are bounded. 
So is bounded. If u E So, then 
2n K s s [h(t, x)- g(u)] dt dx = 0. 0 0 
Thus, g(u) =w and (4) implies that So is bounded. 
S, is bounded. If u=u,+u,ES+, then there exists 1 E(0, 1) such that 
ui satisfies u  = UZ(Z- Q) N(u,+ u,) and, in consequence, the set S\ is 
bounded. 
On the other hand, if R>O is large and we take into account (3), we 
have 
g(R+u,(t,x))dodg(-R+u,(t,x)), (t,x)EzxJ, u,ESy. (7) 
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2n n 
s s g( u( t, x)) dt dx = v . o 0 0 (8) 
This implies by (7) and the boundeness of the set S+, that SO, is boun- 
ded and so is S, . 
&a) = G, . N. G(a) =+ j;’ j; [h(t, x)- g(u)] dt dx. 
For large a >0 we have <(a) *<( -a) < 0 and deg({, ( -a, a), 0) # 0. Taking 
a>0 such that S,uS+ cB(0, a)= {uEE: liullE<a}. We can conclude [3] 
that S1 is nonempty and compact in E. This concludes theproof. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is valid if g satisfies (3)(i) nstead of(3)(ii). 
However, wehave given the proof of Theorem 2 using upper and lower 
solutions because that method is applicable forinstance to second order 
differential equ tions [ 143 and elliptic partial differential equations 
[12, 183. 
Since (2) is a necessary condition and (4) is a sufficient one for the 
PVBP (1) to have a solution, it is natural toask what happens when 
w E 13 (Range g). 
PROPOSITION 1.Assume that oE a (Range g). Then we have: 
(a) Zf gis monotone, then (1) has a solution f a d only ifw E Range g. 
(b) Ifg satisfies (3),and (1) has a solution, then oE Range g. 
Proof Consider the case o = g( co) and g increasing (the other cases 
are similar): 
(a) If oE Range g, let rbe such that g(r) = w. Then, the linear PBVP (5) 
has a solution v such that Qu = 0. Let UE [w be such that u= a + u > r in 
ZxJ. Thus, g(u)=o in ZxJand u is a solution to (1). 
Reciprocately, assume that (1) has a solution u. Hence, (8) holds. If
o 4 Range g, then g( u( t, x)) <o = g( co ) for every (t, x) E Z x .Z. Consequen- 
tly, 
2n K I s g(u( t, x)) dt dx < v . w 0 0 
which is a contradiction. This hows that oE Range gand proves (b) also. 
However, o E a(Range )n Range g does not imply that (1) has a 
solution when g satisfies (3) a is shown by the following: 
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EXAMPLE. Define g(u) =u if u< 0 and 
g(u)=$ if 24 20. 
Thus, gsatisfies (3)(i). Consider the PBVP 
ut-uu,,+ g(u)=cost, in Ix J, UEE. 
In this case o= 0 E a(Range )n Range gbut the PBVP has no solution. 
According to the previous results we have 
PROPOSITION 2. For g increasing, the following conditions are quivalent: 
(i) the PBVP (1) has a solution; 
(ii) there exist CC, fi lower and upper solutions of (l), respectively; 
(iii) there exists r uch that 
2n x 
I s [h(t, x)- g(r)]dt dx =0; 0 0 
(iv) o E Range g. 
Proof (iii) and (iv) are equivalent by he definition of w. Taking 
a=p= u we see that (i) implies (ii). Theorem 1shows that (ii) mplies (i). 
Finally, (iv) implies (i) by Theorem 2and Proposition 1. 
If gis strictly increasing and oE Range g, then (1) has a unique solution 
since ((L- N)(u- v), U-V) > 0. However, if g is only increasing, u i-
queness does not occur in general. 
Let i: Iw -+ E be the canonical injection. 
EXAMPLE. Let g be an increasing function such that g(u) =0 for 
UE [0, 11. Thus, the PBVP 
u,-u,,+g(u)=O in ZxJ, UEE 
has infinitely man solutions since S, 3 {i(a): aE [0, l]}. 
3. STRUCTURE OF THE SOLUTION SET 
(I) g increasing. In this case we shall distinguish two possibilities: 
o E Int (Range g) and w E a( Range g). 
sn5,hn;l.7 
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THEOREM 4. Zf gis an increasing fu ction and (4) hokfs, then the solution 
set o (1) is nonempty, compact, connected, and acyclic. 
Proof: By Theorem 3, it follows that S, is nonempty and compact. 
For nEN*, define the (nonlinear) operator N,: E+ F by N,(u) =
Nu - (l/n) u.We note that N, converges to N uniformly on bounded sub- 
sets of E since 
For u E S, and n E N*, consider the set 
If u E S,(o), then ZJ satisfies th  PBVP 
or equivalently 
u, - u,, +G(u) =H(t, x), 
where G(u) = g(u) +(l/n) u,H = v, +u,, + g(u) + (l/n) u.This last problem 
has a unique solution because Range G = Iw and G is strictly increasing. 
Therefore, the sets S,(u) are connected. As aconsequence of the results of 
[3], we can conclude that Si is connected. Now let p>O be such that 
&US+ cB(0, p) and let 
rn = Sup{llN,(u)-Null: Ml =P>. (9) 
Clearly im, _~ Y, =O, and the problem Lu- N,u = II has at most one 
solution for every vE E. Consequently, S, isacyclic. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Zf gis increasing and wE a( Range g), then the solution setis 
either mpty, or connected and unbounded. Moreover, the solution set is 
homeomorphic to a real interval of the type 
Ca, a), (--co, bl, or (-ah a), (10) 
where a, b E R. 
Proof: If S, # 0, then, by Proposition 1, OERange g. Suppose that 
w=g(co). Let r=Inf(u:g(u)=o}a--co. Thus, g(u)=o for u2r and 
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g(u) <o for u< r. If uis asolution f r(1 ), then (8) holds and u( t, x) >, rfor 
every (t, x) E Ix .Z, that is, usatisfies th  linear PBVP (5). Hence, 
S1 = {u: uis a solution to (5) and u>r), 
where u = min { u( t, x): (t, x) E Z x J}. Obviously, S1 is connected and 
unbounded. 
The case o= g( -00) is similar. 
(II) g decreasing. In this case, ven when g is strictly decreasing, u i-
queness does not occur in general. 
EXAMPLE. Let g be strictly decreasing and bounded such that 
g(u) = -u for lu] < 1. Consider the PBVP 
u, - u,, + g(u) =0, u E E. 
Then u(t, x) = asinx is a solution f r all a, (al < 1, and there exist infinitely 
many solutions to this problem. 
Note that 1, = 0 and A, = 1 are first two eigenvalues of the problem 
Lu=u,-u,,=lu, u E E. 
Nevertheless, if g isLipschitz cotinuous and the Lipschitz constant “stays 
away” from the nearest eigenvalue (A r= 1) uniqueness does occur. Indeed, 
we have the following. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that (4) holds, Then there exists 0 <k0 < 1 such 
that if 
Ig(u) - g(u)1 G klu -4 for every 24, u ER, (11) 
where kE (0, k,), then any solution of the PBVP (1) is unique. 
Proof. The restriction k,, < 1 is clear by the previous example. For 
USE E, fixed, efine z:F, + F, by r(ur) = H(Z- Q) N(u, +ur). Thus 
lb(u~)-~(~~)IIFG IIW II-Q1l.k. IIu~-u,II 
which shows that here exist k,, > 0 such that if kE (0, k,) for each u0 E E,, 
there exists a unique p(uO) E E, so that u= u,, + p(uO) satisfies th  auxiliary 
equation. 
Furthermore, 
where Jk = IIHII . IIZ- Qll .k. 
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Thus, I(~(uO)--(v,)ll <akJJu,,-u,J, where lim,,, &=O. For u,E&, 
define 
4~0) =j,‘“j; Mu,+ /duo)) - h(t, x)1 dt dx 
We show that if kis mall enough to guarantee hat ak is less than 1, then 6
is strictly increasing. Suppose u0 > uO, 
S(uo)- &uo) = j;’ j; [duo + Auo)) -duo + AQ)l dt dx 
By the other hand, u. +p(uo) - u. -,u(uo) 2 u.-u. -IIp(uo) - p(uo)ll B 
(uo-uo)(l -a,)>O. Thus,g(u,-~(u,))>g(u,+~(u,,))inIxJand6(u,)> 
6(u,). Now, by (4), 6(-co) <O<S(co) and thus the bifurcation equation 
and therefore (6)has a unique solution. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Now, we are in a position t  prove the following. 
THEOREM 7. Assume that g is decreasing (not necessarily strictly), boun- 
ded and satisfies (11)with kE (0, k,). Then, the solution seto (1) is non- 
empty, compact, connected an acyclic provided that oE Int (Range g). 
Proof: According to Theorem 3, S, is nonempty and compact. 
Define the operators N, :E -+ F by N,(u) =Nu + (l/n) arctanu. Thus, N, 
converges to N uniformly on bounded subsets and N,, is Lipschitz con- 
tinuous with Lipschitz constant k + (l/n). Hence, there exists no uch that if 
n 2 n, then k+ (l/n) < kO. 
By Theorem 6, the sets S,(u) are connected for n > n, and UE S,. 
Therefore S, is connected. 
Now, let p> 0 be such that So u S, c B(0, p) and let rn be defined by
(9). As in the proof of Theorem 4, lim,, oD r,, =0 and the problem 
Lu - N,u = u has a unique solution for every uE E. In consequence, S1 is
acyclic. 
If o E a(Range ), then the proof of Proposition 1 is valid, and we have. 
PROPOSITION 3. Assume that g is decreasing ( ot necessarily bounded) 
and w E d(Range ). Then the solution setis either mpty, or connected an
unbounded. Furthermore, S, ishomeomorphic to areal interual of the type 
indicated in (10). 
(III) g satisjes (3). In this case, if(4) holds (and gis bounded in case 
(3)(i)), then the solution setis nonempty and compact. We shall see below 
that S, is not connected in general. In fact, weshall show that he solution 
set is “almost anything” (Theorems 8 and 9). 
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In what follows, e shall consider the PBVP 
u, -u,, +g(u) =0, u E E. (121 
We need the following result due to Whitney [6, Theorem 3.33: 
LEMMA 1. Any closed subset of [w is the set of zeros of a differentiable 
map h: [w + [w such that 0< h(u) < 1 for every uE R. 
As a consequence we have 
LEMMA 2. Given a closed set Kc Iw, there xists a continuous map 
f: [w + Iw such that 
O<f(a)< 1 for every 24 EIw, (13) 
K= {u~[W:f(u)=O}, (14) 
lim f(u)=O. (15) n-t--x 
Proof Let h be a differentiable map given by Whitney’s result. Define 
h(u) ifu> -1, 
f(u)= 
; h(u) ifu< -1. 
This f satisfies th  required properties. 





THEOREM 8. Let K be a nonempty closed subset of iw which is bounded 
above (or below). Then there xists gE C(Iw, [w) satisfying (3)such that 
w = 0 E a(Range )and the set of solutions to (12) is precisely i(K). 
Proof Assume that K is bounded above. Let b = Max K and define 
if u< b, 
ifb<u<b+ 1, 
ifu>b+ 1, 
where f is given by Lemma 2. 
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Thus, gEC((W, [w), Rangeg= [0, 11, g satisfies (3) and K={uER: 
g(u) =O}. It is clear that i(K) cS,. Reciprocately, l t UES,. Hence, 
u(t,x)~K for every (t,x)~ZxJ (otherwise, g(u(t,,,x,))>O for some 
(to, x )EZxJ and o>O). 
Consequently g(u(t, x)) =0 for every (t, x) E Z x .Z and u is a solution of 
the linear p oblem U, - u,, =0, u E E. Therefore, ZJ Ei(K). This proves that 
S, = i(K). 
The case when K is bounded below is similar taking into account the 
remark to Lemma 2. This completes theproof. 
THEOREM 9. Let K be a compact subset of R. Then there xists 
g E C( R, R) uerifving (3) such that o= 0 E Int (Range g) and S, = i(K). 
Proof: By Lemma 1, there exists h EC’(lR, [w) such that 0< h < 1 and 
K = {U E [w: h(u) =0 >. Set a= min K b = Max K, and define 
I 
u-a if 24 da, 
g(u)= h(u) if a< u < b, 
u-b if u> b. 
This gsatisfies th  conditions. If kE K, then u= i(k) ES, which shows that 
i(K) cS, , Reciprocately, l t uE S, . If we prove that 
u( t, x) E K for every (t, x) E Z x .Z, (17) 
then g(u( t, x)) =0 for every (t, x) E Ix J and u satisfies th  linear p oblem 
u, - uxx =0, u E E, that is, uE i(K). 
To show (17), for xE J, define II/(t) = u(t, x). Thus, $ verifies the PBVP 
of first order 
4’(t) + g(ti(t)) = 0, tEz 
d(O) =4(271)* 
Denote by S,(x) the set of solutions f this problem. For a E [w, consider 
the initial v ue problem (IVP) 
i’(t) + d&t)) = 0, tez, $b(O)=a 
for which there xists a unique solution (hE C’). If a E K, then 
4 = i(a) ES,(x). Bythe other hand, #E S,(x) implies 
s ,‘” g(+(t)) dt= 0. 
We prove that d(O) =c1 EK and hence 4= i(a), that is, S,(x) = i(K). 
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Indeed, if4(O) $K, we consider three cases: 
(i) a E (a, 6). Let %,%EK such that aeta,, %) and 
Kn(a,,tx,)=@. Then, we see that d(t)~(a,,cr,) for every tel. If not, 
there exists ,> 0 such that d(to) = ~1~ (&to) = ~1~) and d(t) > c1,, (4(t) < ~1~) 
for tE [IO, to). But this is a contradiction since i(crO)) (i(oli)) is the unique 
solution t  the IVP 4’ + g(4) =0, &to) = ~1~. Hence, d(t) $K for every t E Z 
and 
s 2K g(i(t)) dt > 0 o 
which is a contradiction. 
(ii) c( <a. Then, reasoning as in the previous case, qb(t) < afor every 
t E I. Consequently, g(& t)) <0 for tE I which is again acontradiction. 
(iii) CY z=- 6.This case is analogous to (ii). 
Therefore S,(x) = i(K), that is, II/ E i(K) and t,b(t) = u(t, x) E K for every 
t E Z, and (17) holds. This hows that S, = i(K) and concludes theproof of 
the theorem. 
Finally, we mention the following: 
Conjecture. Ifg is decreasing a dbounded, and (4) holds, then S, is 
nonempty compact, connected and acyclic. 
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